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Abstract 
This article presents the results of resolving lexical ambiguity for special groups of words that are used to denote natural 
phenomena. We applied the corpus data from the National Corpus of the Russian Language and the National Corpus of the Tatar 
Language. Also, we developed the structures of sentence context and defined important features of the method of resolving 
lexical ambiguity. Certain typical elements (lexical, syntactic ones) associated with the meaning, were identified in the structure 
of sentence contexts. For contextual analysis, we developed program tools for extracting context constituents (noun phrases and 
verb phrases). Finally, we described the results of our first experiments on establishing the meaning of ambiguous words (natural 
phenomena). 
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1. Introduction 
The issue of the polysemous word sense modeling, together with searching for distinctive patterns of word use in 
texts and describing possible ways of making sense, continues to attract the attention of modern linguists and NLP 
systems developers (Franz, 1996). Word Sense Disambiguation (WSD) is the ability to identify the meaning of 
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words in contexts in a computational manner. WSD is considered an artificial intelligence-complete problem, that is 
a task whose solution is at least as hard as the most difficult issues of artificial intelligence. WSD can be viewed as a 
classification task: word senses are classes, and an automatic classification method is used to assign each occurrence 
of a word to one or more classes based on the evidence from the context and from external knowledge sources 
(Klapaftis and Manandhar, 2013). The underlying hypothesis of clustering approach is that words are semantically 
similar if they appear in similar documents, within similar context windows, or in similar syntactic contexts (Van de 
Cruys, 2010; Dorow and Widdows, 2003). 
 
Corpus data give us good experimental material for exploring the semantics of occasional forms in the text. There 
are two types of occasional units: 1) usual words that obtain occasional meanings and 2) occasional words as such. 
The first type lexical units have figurative senses in the forms of metaphoric or metonymic shifts. This phenomenon 
is called semantic derivation. The second type lexical units have the form of combinations of stems with semantic 
deviant valency patterns (Dean P., 1988). The main method implies corpus study of the distributive contextual 
model of polysemous units. We select typical components of contexts for literal and figurative senses of nouns 
(typical predicates and modifiers, different classes of associated words). Grammatically coordinated modifiers 
(adjectives and participles as premodifiers) and uncoordinated modifiers (postmodifiers in the Genitive case) are of 
particular interest for us since such collocations facilitate identification of semantic shifts and description of 
mechanisms of new senses construction in the text. 
2. Corpus data analysis of the lexical class of names of natural phenomena  
Working on a large volume of experimental corpus data for languages of differing structures (Russian and Tatar) 
enabled us to reveal universal and language specific mechanisms of new senses construction. We used data from the 
National Corpus of the Russian Language (www.ruscorpora.ru) and the “Tugan Tel” Tatar National Corpus 
(http://web-corpora.net/TatarCorpus/search/?interface_language=ru). The data from these corpora gave us an 
opportunity to study statistical sense distribution of polysemous words, to improve existing classifications, to 
explore the context models of lexical polysemy, and to identify different types of collocations, as well as to resolve 
their ambiguity. The study was conducted on parallel Russian-Tatar selection of words belonging to the lexical class 
of names of natural phenomena, including phenomena and objects of natural origin, names of animals and plants, 
parts of landscape, etc. Words denoting natural phenomena are characterized by semantic multidimensionality, 
which is ontologically (denotation of names) and cognitively (various parameters of categorization and 
discretization of the meaning) conditioned, as well as by distinct language specificity. Names of natural phenomena 
easily acquire diverse metaphorical senses that are often fixed in the system of language and are expressed by 
various collocations.   
 
The results of analyzing corpus words denoting natural phenomena (about 300 words) show that the main sense 
is often modified by causal semes rather than the new sense is generated in the contexts. Thus words denoting 
natural phenomena get expressive forms or save neutral ones. The examples of words denoting natural phenomena 
are cloud, tempest, wind, thunder, lightning, wave and others. Our research was carried out on Russian and Tatar 
corpus data. We will present Russian and Tatar examples to better illustrate the problems discussed. 
 
We present some sentence contexts with figurative meanings of words denoting natural phenomena. For 
example, below we present direct and figurative meanings of noun cloud in some contexts. 
 
Direct meaning:  The sky was covered with clouds. 
Figurative meaning:  cloud of anxiety, cloud of sadness, cloud of fear. 
 
The target word (word denoting a natural phenomenon) in direct meaning in many cases in Russian and Tatar is 
semantically complete and self-sufficient, while the figurative meanings often require a supplement postmodifier in 
the Genitive case for the new sense to be realized. 
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By studying words denoting natural phenomena in the Tatar language we obtained new data on organization of 
special lexes (words denoting natural phenomena). We examined the so called paired nouns formed by joining two 
nouns into one lexical unit.   
 
Components of the paired noun may be combined by contiguity of observed phenomena or by associative links in 
the speaker's mind, so coining paired words is based upon encyclopedic knowledge of the speaker. 
 
Examples of paired words: cil-yaŋgır (Tat) (wind + rain) 'bad weather'; urman-qır (Tat) (forest+field) 'timber 
land and field'; qıya-taş (Tat) (rock + stone) 'stony locality'. 
 
We defined semantic relations between the components of the pared word: 
 
1) synonymic relationship:  qır-yalan (Tat) (field + field) –‘treeless plain’; 
2) antonymic relationship: cir –kük (Tat) (land + sky) –‘ the universe’; 
3) hypernymic relationship: yılga-sulıq (Tat) (river +water reservoir) – ‘water bodies’; 
4) equonymic relationship (components of the paired word are co-hyponyms to the same hyponym, in which case 
the paired word designates the generic notion): yılga-ineş (Tat) (river + brook), yılga-kül (Tat) (river + lake) –‘water 
bodies’, qar-boz (Tat) (snow + hail) – ‘ cold atmospheric precipitations’, agaç-quaq (Tat) (tree + bush) – ‘arboreous 
vegetation’. 
 
Tatar lexicons fix only the most frequent paired words. Easy formation of such constructs in speaking enables 
words (concepts) to denote various classes containing diverse units depending on components. Semantics of many 
paired words is not inflexibly outlined; maintaining a general meaning of collectivity, they allow the speaker to vary 
the scope of class of named objects creating notions of different level of abstractness, extension and content: 
 
ay-qoyaş (Tat) (moon + sun) –‘the most significant celestial luminaries'; ay-yoldız (Tat) (moon + star) 'nocturnal 
luminaries';  qoyaş-nur (Tat) (sun+beam) 'light'. 
 
For instance, the meteorological phenomena are categorized depending on their parameters important within the 
speech act: qar-yaŋgır (Tat) (snow+rain) 'atmospheric precipitations'; qar-boz (Tat) (snow+hail) 'cold and hard 
atmospheric precipitations'; qar-buran (Tat) (snow+snowstorm) 'meteorological phenomena that are typical for the 
winter'. The interpretation of all the paired words named above is very rough, because the meaning of compound 
words is determined by the context. 
 
Nouns join to form compounds, and the meaning of the whole is defined by the area of overlapping component 
meanings.  In many cases composing components result in a new concept for designating a new class of objects. In 
creating paired words with collective meaning, a new concept may be formed around two central concepts so that 
the new unit remains bipolar, and each of its components may attach its own inflectional affixes. 
3. Contextual features of direct and figurative meanings of words denoting natural phenomena 
The main goal of our research was to obtain contextual features of direct and figurative meanings of words 
denoting natural phenomena and use these features to disambiguate contextual word meaning. Our method is based 
on syntactic dependency statistics between words that occur in a sentence to produce sets of word feature vectors for 
resolving two sense (direct or figurative) of a target word.  
 
For this purpose we use the specialized program system developed by the authors of this paper (Nevzorova and 
Nevzorov, 2009). We implemented semi-automatic processing of corpus data by means of specialized tools of 
“OntoIntegrator” program system. We created specialized software that assesses the syntactic resemblance of 
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contexts for each sense of a polysemous noun, collects statistical information on contexts composition, and obtains 
and statistically evaluates collocations containing polysemous words.  
 
We made up a list of contextual characteristics for direct and figurative senses of target nouns and evaluated their 
weights for the experimental sample for each target noun. As a result of the study we compiled a list of lexical and 
grammatical binary characteristics (Table 1) that enable contextual word sense disambiguation of polysemous words 
from the experimental sample. The selected binary features (F1-F14) describe semantic and grammatical 
components of a context structure of polysemous words denoting natural phenomena. 
Table 1. Contextual characteristics for direct and figurative senses of target nouns in Russian 
Characteristics Description Comment 
F1 target word in the Nominative (syntax 
without the Genitive) 
 
F2 target word in the cases of figurative 
use (syntax without the Genitive) 
 
F3 3rd person verb associated with the 
target word (3P) 
A list of  associated verbs 
F4 predicatives (in case of the absence of 
verbs) 
 
F5 other nouns denoting natural 
phenomena (besides the target word) 
A list of nouns denoting natural 
phenomena 
F6 frequency words  (nouns) associated 
with the target word 
A list of associated  nouns 
F7 adjectives not associated with the target 
nouns (modifiers) 
 
F8 adjectives associated with the target 
nouns (modifiers) 
A list of associated  adjectives 
(attributes) 
F9 target words  in comparative 
constructions 
Syntactical models of comparative 
constructions 
F10 target words  in concessive phrases 
 
Syntactical models of  concessive 
phrases 
F11 target words  in phrases containing the 
Genitive (the target word is the 
governing word) 
 
F12 target words  in phrases containing the 
Genitive (the target word is the 
governed word) 
 
F13 target words  in constructions 
containing the Genitive (all the 
construction elements denote natural 
phenomena) 
 
F14 homogeneous phrase elements  
denoting natural phenomena 
 
 
The features F1-F14 are binary and take on value 1 or 0. If the corresponding object is found in the context of the 
ambiguous word (the context size is limited to the sentence containing the target word that denotes a natural 
phenomenon) then the value of the feature equals 1, otherwise the value of the feature equals 0. 
 
Let us give some comments to table 1.  The recognition of F3 feature value involves the use of a list of typical 
frequent predicates (verbs) which occur together with the target word in sentences (for example, clouds  float across 
the sky, fly, cover the sky, etc.). This list of typical frequent verbs is built on corpus data. 
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F5 feature means that target nouns in direct sense occur in contexts containing other nouns denoting natural 
phenomena (words denoting clouds occur in contexts containing words that stand for wind, rain, sky, sun, 
land/ground,  tree,  moisture, water, puddle,  etc.). 
 
F6 feature indicates target nouns in direct sense that occur in contexts containing nouns associated with the target 
word (words denoting rain occur in contexts containing words signifying house, street, roof, parking garage, etc.). 
 
F14 feature means that homogeneous phrase elements denoting natural phenomena can be found in sentences like  
“He looked at the sky, at floating clouds, at trees” or like “ Snow falls on the ground, on branches of trees”.  
 
So for carrying out the formal procedure of disambiguation of the polysemous noun on corpus data we created 
appropriate vocabulary lists and groups of syntactic models (see comments to table 1). 
 
To determine the weight of the formal characteristic we used statistical evaluation of its significance in the 
experimental samples made for each target noun (20 samples in all, general number of contexts – 2000). We offered 
experimental scales of values of the characteristics. Weak characteristics have weight w in the range w <0,1; for 
middle weight characteristics it looks as 0,1 <= w <= 0,3; for strong characteristics w> 0,3. 
 
For general set of contexts of target words it was experimentally established that features F1, F2, F4, F9, F10, 
F12 are weak, features F3, F6, F7, F8 are in the middle; and features F5, F11, F13, F14 are strong. The dependence 
of feature values of the type of context (realization of direct or figurative senses) was experimentally verified. In 
particular, the values of features F7, F8, F11, F13 in direct contexts significantly differ from their values in 
figurative contexts. In figurative contexts the weight of features F8 and F13 is less than that in direct contexts, and 
the weight of features of F7 and F11 is bigger.  
 
We formulated a hypothesis about the influence of the feature F5 (presence of other nouns denoting natural 
phenomena in contextual environment). If it is high for direct context, for figurative sense it is low. Conversely, if it 
has a low value in the literal sense, for figurative sense it has a rather high value. The interpretation of this revealed 
dependence is connected with the identification of the role of feature F5 as one presenting  "background" for the 
sense.  If direct sense is realized with a high rate background, figurative sense requires decreasing its significance by 
setting another context of perception, or a new object in a new world. If direct sense has a low value background, 
figurative sense stands out against it (a new object contrasts with the world).  
 
The main objective of the developed lexical disambiguation procedure is to discern direct or figurative sense of a 
polysemous word in the current context. For disambiguation we formulated two additive criteria for discerning 
direct and figurative senses that take into account the weights of relevant formal features. The procedure of lexical 
disambiguation using the developed criteria computes values of function Wdir and Wfig. If values of function Wdir 
(Wfig) exceed the threshold values fixed in the experiments then the target word is disambiguated in a given 
context.   
Wdir = 0,1*(F1 V F2 V F12) + 0,4*F5 + 0,3*(F6 + F8) + 0,5*F14, (1) 
where V is the logical operator "OR". If Wdir => 0,4 then the direct sense of the target word is presented in the 
context. 
Wfig = 0,4*(F7 + F11) - 0,2*(F5 + F6 + F8),  (2) 
If Wfig => 0,2 then the figurative sense of the target word is presented in the context. 
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2. Experiments 
We carried out experiments on lexical disambiguation of polysemous words in Russian using our method of 
lexical disambiguation for nouns denoting natural phenomena. We tested three samples (each sample includes 200 
contexts) with the words гроза (Rus)/thunderstorm, дождь (Rus)/rain, ветка (Rus)/branch. All the data have been 
selected from the National Corpus of the Russian Language.  
 
The results of the experiments on lexical disambiguation for noun гроза (Rus)/thunderstorm are represented in 
tables 2.1-2.3. 
Table 2.1. Distribution of results for noun гроза (Rus)/thunderstorm 
Computational analysis of contexts 
Criteria 
Correct Wrong Unresolved ambiguity 
Expert evaluation 
Wdir 107 12 29 136 
Wfig 24 6 25 49 
Total 131 18 54 185 
Table 2.2. Evaluation of the recall for noun гроза (Rus)/thunderstorm 
Contexts 
Criteria 
Disambiguated,  recall,  % Unresolved ambiguity 
Full separate sample 
Wdir 107 (79%) -  29 (21%) 136 (100%) 
Wfig 24 (49%) 25 (51%) 49 (100%) 
 
Table 2.3. Evaluation of the precision for noun гроза (Rus)/thunderstorm 
Contexts 
Criteria 
Correct,   precision % Wrong  Unresolved ambiguity  
Full  sample 
Wdir 144 (78%) 12 (6%) 29 (16%) 185 (100%) 
Wfig 154 (83%) 6 (3%) 25 (14%) 185 (100%) 
 
 
The results of the experiments on lexical disambiguation for noun дождь (Rus)/rain are represented in tables 
3.1- 3.3. 
Table 3.1.  Distribution of results for noun дождь (Rus)/rain 
Computational analysis of contexts 
Criteria 
Correct Wrong Unresolved ambiguity
Expert evaluation 
	 116 6 44 160 
	 28 3 5 33 
Total 144 9 49 193 
Table 3.2. Evaluation of the recall for noun дождь (Rus)/rain 
Contexts 
Criteria 
Disambiguated,  recall,  % Unresolved ambiguity Full separate sample 
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	 116 (72%) 44 (28%) 160 (100%) 
	 28 (85%) 5 (15%) 33 (100%) 
Table 3.3. Evaluation of the precision for noun дождь (Rus)/rain 
Contexts 
Criteria 
Correct,   precision % Wrong Unresolved ambiguity
Full  sample 
	 143 (74%) 6 (3%) 44 (23%) 193 (100%) 
	 185 (96%) 3 (1,5%) 5 (2,5%) 193 (100%) 
 
 
The results of the  experiments on lexical disambiguation for noun ветка (Rus)/branch are represented in tables 
4.1- 4.3. 
Table 4.1.  Distribution of results for noun  ветка (Rus)/branch 
Computational analysis of contexts 
Criteria 
Correct Wrong Unresolved ambiguity Expert evaluation 
	 112 2 22 134 
	 40 8 26 66 
Total 152 10 48 200 
Table 4.2. Evaluation of the recall for noun ветка (Rus)/branch 
Contexts 
Criteria 
Disambiguated,  recall,  % Unresolved ambiguity
Full separate sample 
	 84 16 134 (100%) 
	 61 39 66 (100%) 
Table 4.3. Evaluation of the precision for noun ветка (Rus)/branch 
Contexts 
Criteria 
		
 Wrong Unresolved ambiguity
Full  sample 
	 88 1 11 200 (100%) 
	 83 4 13 200 (100%) 
 
 
The analysis of the tested samples showed the following: 
 
1) There is a large number of contexts with unresolved ambiguity for the target word. The context is unresolved 
if it permits both interpretations (direct sense as well as figurative), and the choice of interpretation requires 
justification based on additional/supplementary knowledge and expansion of the context.  In the current context 
(often very short) there are no formal criteria for disambiguation. An example of a context containing unresolved 
ambiguity can be as follows:  “Иду на грозу” (Rus)/”I am going towards the thunderstorm”.  
 
2) We may explain a lower efficiency of figurative sense disambiguation by the fact that this kind of contexts 
often requires logical inference, so we need additional knowledge. An example of a context where figurative sense 
is realized can be the following:  “Oн понял, что гроза миновала, и давал волю оскорбленным чувствам” (Rus)/ 
“He realized that the thunderstorm was over and gave way to his resentment”.  
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4. Conclusion 
The results of studies presented in the paper showed availability of the used approach in describing contextual 
ambiguity. The developed system of formal criteria for describing contexts containing polysemous words that 
denote natural phenomena and for disambiguating literal and figurative senses on the basis of relevant features, in 
general give sufficient accuracy in disambiguation. 
 
We revealed that semantic characteristics made the main contribution to disambiguation. To discern semantic 
features we need appropriate semantic resources. The first steps towards creating such semantic resources were 
made in this study, namely specialized vocabularies of associated words for different parts of speech were compiled 
to be used in word-sense disambiguation algorithms. 
 
Defining the context size, sufficient for disambiguation, is a difficult problem for automatic methods. The 
methods used in our work are attached to a fixed context size – that of the full sentence. In many cases, 
disambiguation requires a larger context – the paragraph or maybe even the whole text, which was hardly solvable at 
this stage of work. Another principal difficulty in disambiguation is the fact that additional knowledge may be 
involved for building inferences that are necessary for disambiguation in a context. 
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